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Abstract:

Although a societal consensus has been reached about the partnership between human beings and smart machines, limited research has been carried out to consider advances in its combination pattern, function mechanism, and developing creativity. Based on occurred disruptive changes form theory to practice, a new paradigm of co-creation by synergistic human-machine is proposed, which refers to that interaction of human-machine learning in a holistic system increase complementarity of abilities and integration of wisdom to realize an augmented synergy made up of hybrid intelligences. This augmented intelligence can effectively account for shifts in business logic and the productive solutions to the multiple complex problems during smart manufacturing. It has been discovered that the positive consequences of synergistic human-machine co-creation include not only sustainable labor patterns, but the ability to overcome multiple complexities and steadily increase business value. All this is further elaborated in the Baizhentang Foods case. This paper discusses the main prospects of the theoretical developments presented here for future research on organizational behavior and a synergistic human-machine structure.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The New Industrial Revolution is characterized by a new wave of technological and industrial revolution associated with the combination of digitization, networking, intelligence, and advanced manufacturing and an accelerated reconfiguration of the economic landscape [1]. Smart manufacturing has become a significant leverage point to upgrade the industrial chain and overcome economic stagnation for many countries. Although the complete transition to Industry 4.0 may still take 20 years, it is conspicuous that the idea of smart machines’
mimicking human cognition nourishes the most disruptive empowerment [2-4]. The role of the machine has shifted from a collaborative tool for people to attain efficient production to an enabler of joint innovation promotion with human beings, supported by recent advances in computational power, the exponential increase in data availability, and new machine learning techniques [5]. Developing a sound theory that situates the ongoing collaboration mode between human and machine is important because such collaboration has been creeping into the whole process of organizational operation and management. In this new era, advances in pattern combinations, function mechanisms, relation modes, and hierarchy development will become the essential indicators of productivity promotion [6-8]. It goes without saying that creative contributions to this new mode of working have developed in greater scope and depth than ever.

Today, collaborative human-machine teamwork has become a widespread consensus in all walks of life [9-15]. Nonetheless, many human managers lack trust in intelligent machines and are more willing to gain a sense of freedom from cooperation by prioritizing domination [10, 16]. Available studies have mostly emphasized how to achieve shared control of a human-machine collaboration assisted by an interface and have paid less attention to exploring collaborative human-machine functions from the perspectives of humanity and management. Briefly, these anthropocentric studies do not allow enough maneuvering room for smart machines to account for how collaborative behaviors between humans and machines achieve synergies like swarm intelligence [17, 18].

Hence, there is a need to develop more explicit theories of the patterns in which humans collaborate with machines as well as the co-creative mechanism that highlights the process and its consequences, specifically with respect to smart manufacturing. For this purpose, the concept of paradigm shift was used in this work to develop a theoretical framework of synergistic human-machine co-creation. The following sections present three critical backgrounds that highlight the importance of considering new technological trajectories and the emerging dominant design. Next, the study drew on the dynamic development between productivity and production relations, including production factors, working modes, innovative agents, and value systems. The next step was to develop a framework for human-machine synergy as a basis for co-creation and subsequently to propose the concept of synergistic human-machine co-innovation. Building on a case at Baizhentang Foods in China, this study shows how food enterprises have developed smart manufacturing through synergistic human-machine co-innovation. Finally, a discussion of the perspectives of the proposed paradigm for future research on organizational behavior and structural relationship concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND

2.1 Smart Manufacturing Requisitions toward Human-Machine

Smart manufacturing originated from intelligence research and was first defined in Manufacturing Intelligence [19]. It emphasized that a smart machine could independently produce small quantities under the condition of integrated knowledge engineering, sensors, and other technologies. As these emerging technologies have rapidly developed, smart manufacturing has further developed from automation and digitization to deep intelligence. This has entirely overturned the mechanical manufacturing tradition, enabling industrial giants to achieve strong and sustainable productivity as well as the wisdom of lean management. Each manufacturing plant provides not only perfect communication and cooperation between workers, but also real-time and barrier-free interaction between workers and machines to share information [20]. The role of the intelligent system consisting of human experts and smart machines is much more important in manipulating multiple assembly lines during the manufacturing process. Specifically, the actions of this system such as self-learning, analyzing, and judging based on information access contribute to resolving the uncertainties of the manufacturing system, including diversity of customer demand, small-scale orders, and supply chain changes [20]. Obviously, human-machine collaboration will help our society discover more opportunities in an intelligent and complex environment with these disruptive enablers, which may imply the growth of a novel innovation paradigm [21].

2.2 Transformation of the Collaboration between Human and Machine

Human beings are born with unique wisdom in behavior, relationships, and psychology [22], which enables them to alter their thoughts by an act of will and to bring much greater flexibility and creativity to dealing with cases [23, 24]. Therefore, machines used to mimic the learning process of biological intelligence, especially tracking humans’ long short-term memory, recurrent neural networks, and multitask learning [25]. Gradually, they acquired more abilities, from simple mechanization to computerized cognition and even semi-automatic or fully automatic emotion. Eventually, machine intelligence may catch up with or even transcend human wisdom in some fields with the progress of machine learning and its self-iteration. For example, Microsoft Image Composite Editor, an intelligent writing machine, has published two poetry collections. From the viewpoint of epistemology, the machine has become a new agent [26] that can cooperate with human beings at work [27-29] and that can liberate people from trivial and repetitive tasks to jointly improve the efficiency of the individual and the
organization. Moreover, using the capabilities of Big Data filtering and real-time processing, machines can participate in decision-making with human beings, which would shift the previous logic that relied upon traditional tools and experiences. In the past decade, cooperation and mutual benefit between human and machine have become a hot topic in the field of artificial intelligence and business innovation [30]. An increasing number of studies have proved that it is far from enough to solve specific problems only by human or only by machine independently [26, 31]. Work in the future will rely more on the cooperative human-machine model [15, 32], which has increasingly become the core force of societal creation.

2.3 Paradigm Shift of Management Innovation

Each previous Industrial Revolution brought creative disruption to the contemporary industrial system and production mode and then gave birth to emerging industries based on major technological breakthroughs. In other words, the techno-economic paradigm has repeatedly undergone a revolution through reconfiguring and multiplying essential production factors to break the limits of growth from the perspective of evolutionary economics [33-37]. Taking four generations of industrial revolutions as an example, shifts in management logic occurred through substitutions among steam, steel, electricity, and computing whereby the old techno-economic paradigm is marginalized and the new one gradually becomes dominant [38].

Regarding the four ages, [39] teased out a sequence of management modes running from line-and-staff to scientific management and strategy-and-structure to business process mode. However, R&D mechanisms and technology trajectories ordinarily vary between different technology clusters or different innovative situations [40]. Since the 1950s, there have been five generations of technological innovation. The trajectories are respectively technology-driven, demand-pull, market-technology interaction, integrated innovation, and systematic integration network [41]. After Rothwell, Nobelius [41, 42] proposed six R&D management models to describe advances based on the laboratory, business unit, project, cross-department, cross-border alliances, and loose network. Recently, Chinese researchers have summarized different innovation paradigms that have emerged in diverse nations in the past 30 years, such as user innovation, open innovation, simple innovation, and responsible innovation [43]. These theories all emphasized arousing humans’ creative efforts by efficiently optimizing resource allocation with new technologies, each of which was also highly consistent with the required conditions in different periods, and which established the fundamental role of the techno-economic paradigm in leading industrial development [36, 37].

Nevertheless, as mentioned above, a consensus has appeared in all walks of life that smart machines and humans must become colleagues [44, 45]. A new age of human-machine
co-creation bringing the scientific research of human understanding of the world into the fourth paradigm is coming, which may make existing theories obsolete because of outdated prerequisites [31, 46]. This will be not only a technological revolution, but also a renewal of thinking and cognition. Hence, researchers have appealed for a new management revolution to accelerate the formation of the dominant design paradigm that accompanies every new technological revolution [34, 47]. It is urgent to re-examine the changes in productivity and production relations brought about by new human-machine combinations and to explore the innovation models that can adapt to this situation from the standpoint of paradigm shift [48].

III. UPGRADING CO-CREATION OF HUMAN-MACHINE SYNERGY

As Kurzwell predicted in The Singularity is Near, intelligence development in the next generation will be up to the combination of humans and machines [49]. Holistically embedding humans’ wisdom and machines’ intelligence will contribute to the growth of this paradigm in various domains [50], especially the positive effects on societal innovation and business behavior [5, 28]. The synergistic human-machine innovation process model leads to compatible development of productivity and production relations, including production factors, working modes, innovative agents, and value systems.

3.1 Production Factors: From Assets to Intelligence

Machines are no longer used as assets, but as smart agents because they have acquired spontaneous representation, reasoning, learning, and adaptation by mimicking biological intelligence. For instance, machines can translate data into wisdom by step-through coding logic and rules with integrated equations [25, 51]. Therefore, it is likely that machine intelligence will be devoted to the production value stream to move the production mode from efficiency to innovation [29, 52]. In this scenario, machines will work closely with humans, which is made possible by digitization, dynamics, and the timeliness of experience and knowledge. What has happened nowadays is that data and machines have become new production factors and a new labor force [29]. This breaks down the restrictions of traditional factors like the limited supply of human labor, capital, and land that have impeded large-scale sustainable development.

3.2 Work Mode: From Separation to Coupling

In earlier times, machines working in a separate or partially shared workplace completely obeyed humans’ unilateral commands. This was basically a coexistence working mode without
any coupling process. However, the behaviors of humans and machines have become much more highly interactive with the maturity of artificial intelligence, especially now that the learning trajectories of intelligence are no longer separated. For example, machines can analyze situations, recognize images, and use deep learning to approach human thinking [53, 54], which enables them to perform cooperative work involving close interaction. More importantly, the two can even achieve goal sharing that is not only limited to the co-workspace [10]. The work mode will develop by leaps and bounds from separation to coexistence, from coexistence to coordination, and from coordination to collaboration [28, 55].

3.3 Innovative Agents: Enter a New Collaborative Era of Dualistic Agents

Human beings are endowed with skills in improvisation, agile response, evaluation, and leadership [28], whereas artificially intelligent beings are expert in speed, accuracy, repetition, prediction, and measurability to an extent that human intelligence cannot match. This enables machines to play an essential role in identifying, uncovering, processing, and utilizing Big Data to diagnose potential disruption of the value chain [30]. When integrating machine learning with human knowledge so that they can evolve together, the domains of work performed by machines will gradually expand to a higher level, and human beings will become more absorbed in the interests and expertise of personal creativity, which is more likely to stimulate and efficiently realize intelligent innovation [28,29,56]. For example, a heterogeneous human-machine agent may possess the ability of foresight, which entirely reconstructs the societal production and distribution mode based on incremental innovation to create production value. The relationship between humans and machines has developed from servitude to partnership [57], and more and more people are calling on us to regard smart machines as new colleagues [45]. Societal innovation has entered a new collaborative era of dualistic agents.
3.4 Value System: Trending to the Societal, Ubiquitous, On-Demand Logic of Creation

A synergistic human-machine system can create scientific insights driven by data as well as rooted in humans’ societal cognition. Therefore, the decisions made by the holistic organism may well reduce the bias caused by overfitting or empiricism and become widely used to solve multiple manufacturing problems under the conditions of digital technology with strong connectivity, cognitive ability, and imperceptibility [30]. This gradually leads to a dynamic societal, on-demand, and wide-ranging value system. For example, situational judgments by synergistic human-machine entities can help enterprises dynamically coordinate the allocation of production factors to achieve incremental value through lean production. Evidently, the synergistic human-machine system is now rejiggering the value system of innovation subjects from three salient aspects through full integration of the wisdom consensus of machines and humans, including value acquisition, value delivery, and value creation, which manifests new characteristics as shown in Fig. 1.

IV. CONNOTATIONS OF SYNERGISTIC HUMAN-MACHINE CO-CREATION

A collaborative human-machine system can be simply regarded as a computational
reasoning system composed of humans and machines [26]. However, co-innovation by a synergistic human-machine system emphasizes both the process and the consequence. In this paper, the connotation is that humans and smart machines achieve collaboration in work and integrated advantages in wisdom through the system. This process promotes frequent learning interactions and then finds the best value function or strategy by better knowledge integration with efficient reuse. This is a process of forming hybrid intelligence and generating augmented intelligence. Fig. 2 shows the framework of co-innovation by the synergistic human-machine system, which can be divided into four steps:

1) Humans and machines obtain raw data and events by real-time sensing through IoT and then extract the information they desire through the knowledge network;

2) Machines handle objective information, whereas humans process value-oriented information, including emergencies, and in turn each one upgrades the other’s learning [58];

3) Humans and machines will make decisions in consensus using complementary computing and integrated reasoning to flexibly control labor or other factors, which formulates a smartly holistic controlled closed loop that can perceive, recognize and respond quickly and accurately;

4) By extension, co-innovation by a synergistic human-machine system can be much broader and more open if it links with the outside world.
Unlike an intelligent decision support system, co-innovation by a synergistic human-machine entity is a closed-loop bidirectional system that contains organisms and smart devices. They can seamlessly interact and integrate their wisdom to generate synergy to upgrade manufacturing, rather than being a dichotomous system of human helping machine or machine helping human [59]. First, the access to interaction has evolved from mechanical commands to multi-channel and multi-mode natural interaction. Second, the symbiotic relationship of the two components is not only on a physical level, but more to jointly understand and innovate the world in an unprecedented way, which strongly highlights goal orientation. Therefore, machine intelligence in use can be linked to corresponding societal logic by integrating human wisdom, which in turn is tested by objective algorithms and models, to induce the promotion of smart machines’ ability and the enhanced creativity of humans.

V. ILLUSTRATION OF THE PARADIGM BASED ON A CASE

To realize production standardization and hygiene and guarantee product safety, the food industry has always adhered to high human-labor employment. However, even if the selecting, weighing, bagging, sealing, transporting and other processes are completed accurately and in compliance with requirements, traditional manufacturing still cannot avoid secondary pollution
of food. This is because humans cannot naturally work under relatively low oxygen, but this is a special environmental requirement for food processing. However, the characteristics of a synergistic human-machine system are perfectly suited for this solution. With hybrid and augmented intelligence emerging from co-creation under the core model of synergistic integration between human and machine displayed in Fig.3, the food industry can achieve flexible production, which can quickly respond to expanding consumption.
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**Fig. 3**: the model of Synergistic work between human and machine

A practical case that focused on the positive impacts of applying synergistic human-machine co-creation to its production and management is the Baizhentang Foods enterprise. First, the use of smart devices, such as an automatic loading system with manipulators and a robot palletizing system, realizes unmanned production in the best environment for the eight major manufacturing segments of soup extraction, central control,
cleaning, palletizing, and quick freezing. This further induces workers to become more immersed in the creative work of testing and developing food products to accelerate product innovation. Moreover, the production line can also be flexibly arranged, again taking advantage of integration with intelligent autonomy from both humans and smart machines to move from uncertainty, diversity, and complexity to agility, focus, and convergence. This will provide the enterprise with possibilities for broadening access to markets as well as widening the range of action to obtain twice the productivity with half the effort. Second, the enterprise uses a central control system to interconnect all the smart devices to achieve data visualization of the whole supply chain, guaranteeing feedback about any problems occurring during the whole management process. On the one hand, this structure enables machines to allocate production factors in an orderly manner to maximize benefits. Moreover, machines can help humans quickly distinguish potential threats to the business, such as slow delivery or slow scale-up, explore their reasoning with Big Data analysis, and even create a niche by drawing from more nuanced information. On the other hand, enhancing traceability and control by management enables human workers to aim at essential targets or curves. For example, by analyzing the time that franchisees, who are nearest to the market, take to process a dish for customers and comparing that with other competitors, new ideas for product development may be cultivated. Now this enterprise has obtained stronger market competitiveness in an intensive and proficient co-creation mode by synergistic human-machine systems and has become popular for its “Little Golden Bowl” of soup, which has quickly propelled it to the front of smart manufacturing.

VI. CONCLUDING RECOMMENDATIONS

The maturity and breakthrough of information technology has led to an increase in the centrality of machines as smart agents, even though we are still far from the scientific singularity. When Elon Musk, who has created the Neuralink brain-machine interface chip, is attempting to realize hybrid human-machine intelligence from science fiction, it is obvious that co-creation by synergistic human-machine entities appears to be an irresistible force and that such symbiosis will become a new form of ecological organization. In this paper, regarding smart manufacturing and human-machine collaboration, a new model of collaborative creation by synergistic human-machine systems is presented, based on a techno-economic paradigm shift. The paper then proceeds to discuss the disruptive changes resulting from this model, including production factors, working modes, innovative agents, and value systems. This underlines the urgency of formulating new rules to promote the understanding and practice of human-machine synergy for innovation. Otherwise, the superiority of manufacturing will be compromised due to the lack of intrinsic intelligence that cannot cope with the deep shock of the New Industrial Revolution. This paper explicitly conceptualizes synergistic human-machine
collaborative innovation as a novel innovation paradigm, referring to the fact that frequent human-machine learning interactions will enable increased complementarity of abilities and increased integration of wisdom to realize an synergy. This system will consist of a hybrid intelligence and establish augmented intelligence for the benefit of sustainable labor, overcoming multiple complexities, and steadily growing business value (seen in Fig.4). The application of these functions in manufacturing has been illustrated by the case of Baizhentang Foods. In conclusion, smart manufacturing in the future will become increasingly the province of co-creation by synergistic human-machine entities to generate positive consequences, such as exploring small-but-excellent rules to accurately predict the future through holistic knowledge generation and then to add new achievements in each transformation period.
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Fig. 4: synergistic human-machine co-creation toward smart manufacturing

Because the theoretical basis of co-innovation by synergistic human-machine systems is still in its initial stage, several prospects for its effect on organizational behavior and structural relationship are proposed in this paper. First, the design of synergistic human-machine co-innovation systems involves many aspects, particularly regarding actions, morality, ethics, authority, and hierarchy between humans and machines. Accordingly, it is worthwhile to further explore the interactions among roles and positions from the perspective of logic and ethics. As mentioned earlier, smart machines are no longer tools attached to human beings, but they have established a symbiotic and dualistic relationship with humans. At this point, it is essential to consider the position and interaction of the new community of human-machine systems in different situations, transcending anthropocentrism and metaphysical materialism [52]. However, after considering these factors, it remains to be answered how the network and organization of synergistic human-machine systems will evolve to function well in manufacturing processes such as R&D, production, and sales. For instance, it will be necessary...
to explore an appropriate structure for human-machine systems to collaborate and then maximize the synergistic effect among technologies to generate powerful business values. Third, research on innovative mechanisms for synergistic human-machine entities is important to perfect the new paradigm, including the mechanisms of co-learning and knowledge creation by human-machine systems and the processes and modes of their steadily improving creativity. The former may aim to reveal knowledge taciturnity among machines and the knowledge-creation dualism between humans and machines. The latter includes the impact of smart technologies on human creativity, approaches to achieve hybrid intelligence by synergistic human-machine systems, and how to strengthen human creativity along with the interaction of humans and machines.
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